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Key Facts
Company

nForce Secure

Industry

In the battle to combat hackers,
the right partner is key
nForce Secure protects customers privilege accounts
with expertise and confidence

IT Security, IAM,
Network Solutions

Country

Thailand

Website

www.nforcesecure.com
Challenges
•

To secure customer data

•

Developing identities-centric
strategy across multiple
channels

Results
•

A diverse portfolio of security
technologies and services

•

Advanced solutions for cloud
and data center security

•

Expertise in Privileged
Access Management

Products
•

One Identity Privilege Access
Management Solutions

Every day the news hits: another company has had its data compromised,
hackers have gotten their hands on valuable customer data, organizations
lose money, and their reputations suffer irreparable harm.
These security issues are precisely the concern and the expertise of nForce
Secure, one of the leading value-added distributors of IT security, information
management, and network solutions for Thailand. nForce has been in
business for more than 10 years and has quickly established themselves
as the go-to partner for companies in Thailand seeking to ensure that their
security stance is as safe, efficacious, and pragmatic as possible.

“Consumer engagement requires an
identities-centric strategy across multiple
channels. Hackers now target the valued info
of users, so ‘identity’ is a key highlight in a
mature security strategy.”
Mark-Nakrop Niamnamtham, Managing Director, nForce Secure

“nForce offers a diverse portfolio
of security technologies and
services,” said Mark-Nakrop
Niamnamtham, Managing Director
of nForce. “For customers
throughout Thailand we deliver
advanced solutions for cloud
and data center security,
network security, advanced
threat detection, data security,
enterprise modernization, data
analytics, and converting big data
into security intelligence.”
An area of particular expertise for
nForce is in helping customers
address their Privilege Access
Management (PAM) challenges.
To do that, nForce has developed
a solid, long-term partnership
with One Identity, whose PAM
solutions provide the ideal mix of
control, visibility, accountability,
and risk mitigation to render
attacks ineffective.
“It’s more critical than ever to
secure users, identities and your

customers’ data than in the past
due to the fact it’s in the age of
technology,” notes Niamnamtham.
“Consumer engagement requires
an identities-centric strategy
across multiple channels. Hackers
now target the valued info of
users, so ‘identity’ is a key
highlight in a mature security
strategy.”
The biggest need and top
concern for many of nForce’s
customers is finding ways to
efficiently and cost-effectively
secure and manage access
to data and systems without
causing headaches or slowing
down operations. For example,
banks in Thailand are required
by federal oversight to be able
to control and audit privileged
accounts. “But this protection can
have the ability to cause critical
impact on the systems, such as
edit configuration or rebooting the
services,” says Niamnamtham. In
addition, password management

is also an important issue for
nForce’s customers as they deal
with HIPPA and NIST compliance.
For over ten years, nForce has
consistently recommended and
deployed One Identity’s PAM
suite, which offers a powerful
password vault, optimized for the
modern hybrid cloud enterprise.
This solution set removes the
anonymity so often associated
with administrator access and
privileged credentials and
assigns individual accountability
and complete visibility into
administrator activity. In
addition, the One Identity PAM
suite includes technologies that
empower a least-privileged access
model for Unix/Linux root access
and Active Directory Admin
access.
“One Identity solutions allow
us to provide exceptional
value and exceed customer
expectations. These important

“One Identity solutions allow us to provide

exceptional value and exceed
customer expectations. The One

Identity PAM solutions are easy to deploy
and manage, support a comprehensive list of
systems, and are a total solution with both
password control and sessions control.”
Mark-Nakrop Niamnamtham, Managing Director, nForce Secure

PAM solutions allows us to
establish a consultative approach
that often leads to long-term,
mutually beneficial relationships,”
says Niamnamtham. “The One
Identity PAM solutions are easy
to deploy and manage, support
a comprehensive list of systems,
and are a total solution with both
password control and sessions
control. In addition, the UIs are
friendly and easy to understand.”

About One Identity
The One Identity family of identity
and access management (IAM)
solutions, offers IAM for the real
world including business-centric,
modular and integrated, and
future-ready solutions for identity
governance, access management,
and privileged management.
Learn more at OneIdentity.com

The breadth of nForce’s expertise
and the solidity of One Identity’s
PAM solutions means that
regardless of nForce’s customer’s
IAM maturity, sophistication, or
budget, they are able to tailor the
perfect solution for the customer.
“We seek to provide a
total solution for Identity
Management that covers all our
customers’ requirements,” says
Niamnamtham. “Our expertise
and longevity with the One
Identity PAM products means we
offer an all-in-solution which meet
the customers’ expectation.”
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